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Abstract 
While the famous Berge's Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture remains a major unsolved 
problem in Graph Theory, the following alternative characterization f perfect graphs was 
conjectured in 1982 by C. Berge and P. Duchet: A graph G is perfect if and only if any normal 
orientation of G is kernel-perfect. In this paper I prove the validity of a version of this conjecture 
for graphs which accept a normal fraternal orientation. 
1. Introduct ion 
For general concepts we refer the reader to [2]. Let D be a digraph; V(D) and F(D) 
will denote the sets of vertices and arcs of D, respectively, D[S1] will denote the 
subdigraph of D induced by SI ~ V(D). An arc (Ul, u2) E F(D) is called asymmetrical 
(resp. symmetrical) if (u2, ul) q~ F(D) (resp. (u2, Ul ) ~ F(D)). The asymmetrical part of D, 
which is denoted by Asym D is the spanning subdigraph of D whose arcs are the 
asymmetrical rcs of D. An orientation of a simple undirected graph consists in 
replacing each edge between vertices x and y by either one arc from x to y or one arc 
from y to x or both arcs. Conversely, any directed graph without multiple arc is an 
orientation of a simple undirected graph. Throughout this paper, any digraph D is to 
be viewed as an orientation of its underlying undirected graph that we denote by Go. 
A digraph D is called a fraternal orientation of G if (u, w)~ F(D) and (v, w)~ F(D) 
implies (u, v) = ~ F(D) or (v, u) e F(D). If D is a fraternal orientation of Go we will say 
that D is a fraternally oriented digraph. The concept of fraternal orientation was 
introduced by Skrien [8] and a characterization when D has no symmetrical rcs has 
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been obtained by Gavril and Urrutia [-5], they also proved that triangulated 
graphs and circular arc graphs are all fraternally orientable graphs. Many pro- 
perties of fraternally orientable graphs have been obtained by Bang-Jensen 
et al. [-1]. 
A class of normal fraternally orientable graphs has been studied by Gavril et al. [4]. 
They described a polynomial time algorithm to find a kernel in such a class of normal 
fraternally orientable graphs. 
A kernel of a digraph D is a subset of vertices K ~_ V(D) which is both independent 
(no vertex in K is adjacent o another vertex of K), and absorbing (every vertex of 
V(D) - K has a successor in K). When every induced subdigraph of D has a kernel, 
the digraph D is said to be kernel-perfect. We say that D is a critical kernel-imperfect 
digraph or CKI-digraph if D does not have a kernel but every proper induced 
subdigraph of D does have at least one. We will say that a digraph is a complete 
digraph if its underlying raph Go is a complete graph. Thus every complete subdi- 
graph C of a kernel-perfect digraph must have an absorbing vertex (i.e., a successor of 
all other vertices of C). A digraph D~ is called a normal orientation of G if every 
complete subgraph of G possesses an absorbing vertex. 
Claude Berge [2] defined the class of perfect graphs. A graph is called perfect if, for 
each of its induced subgraphs H, the chromatic number of H, g(H) equals the 
maximum number of pairwise adjacent vertices in H, og(H). At the same time Berge 
formulated the following conjecture: A graph G is perfect if and only if its complement 
G ¢ is perfect. This conjecture was proved by Lov~isz [6] and is known as the Perfect 
Graph Theorem. 
2. A characterization of normal fraternally orientable perfect graphs 
In order to characterize perfect graphs, Claude Berge formulated two interesting 
conjectures. 
While the famous Berge's Strong Perfect Graph conjecture [2] remains a major 
unsolved problem in Graph Theory, the following alternative characterization of
perfect graphs was conjectured in 1982 by Berge and Duchet [3]. 
Conjecture 1. (Berge and Duchet [3]). A graph G is perfect if and only if any normal 
orientation of G is kernel-perfect. 
Let G be a perfect graph. Notice that by the Perfect Graph Theorem G can be 
partitioned into ~(G) complete subgraphs, namely, K1 .... ,K.~to), where ~(G) de- 
notes the maximum size of a stable set in G. 
Remark 1. Let G be a perfect graph and Da any normal orientation of G, if K is 
a complete graph of G then one can associate to each vertex v in K a specific number 
nr(v) between 1 and IKf such that nr(v) < nr(a~) implies an arc from ~o to v in Da. 
Now, given a partition zof V(G) into complete graphs we define the function f~ as the 
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function which associates to each vertex the number it receives in the clique contain- 
ing it. For  any A ~_ V(D) we will denote fi(A) = Y.z~A fi(z). 
Proof. Let G, DE and K be as in the hypothesis. Take vl any kernel of K and set 
nK(vl) = 1. If nk(Vi) = i is defined, we take i + 1 a kernel of K - {vl, ... ,vl} and set 
nk(vi + l ) -- i + 1. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a perfect graph. I f  DE is a normal orientation of G such that 
Asym(Da) is a fraternally oriented digraph, then DE has a maximum independent set 
which is a kernel of DE. 
Proof. Let DE be a digraph as in the hypothesis, z = {K1 . . . . .  K,16)} a partition of 
V(G) in complete subgraphs, V(Ki) = ((i, 1), (i, 2), ..., (i, ni)), ni = ] V(Ki)I is a sequence 
of vertices of Ki defined as in Remark 1 and fi : V(G) ~ { 1, 2 .... } a function defined as 
in Remark 1. Take Io any maximum independent set of vertices of DE such that 
fi(Io) = min{fi( I) l  I is a maximum independent set of vertices of DE}. 
We will prove that Io is a kernel of DE. The definition of I0 implies that Io is an 
independent set, so we only need to prove that Io is an absorbing set of DE. 
(i) lo is an absorbing set of vertices of DE. 
Proof of(i). Suppose that Io is not an absorbing set of vertices of DE. Then there exists 
~o • (V(DE) -- Io) such that there is no co/o-arc in DE. There exists one and only one 
i E { 1 .... , ~(G) } such that co • Ki. Since Io is a maximum independent set of vertices of 
DE and G is a perfect graph we have that Io meets Ki exactly once. Let {z} = Io c~ Ki, 
s =fi(~o) and r =fi(z). 
(i.1) r > s. 
0.2) (z, co) • F(Asym(DE)). 
(i.3) (Io - {z})w{co} is not an independent set. 
Proof of (1.3). Suppose that ( Io -  {z})w {w} is an independent set. Clearly, Ilol = 
I(Io - {z} I)w {w} Iso we have that (Io - {z})w {w} is a maximum independent set of 
vertices of DE; fi((Io -- {z})w {w}) = fi( lo) --fi(z) + fi(co) and it follows from (i. 1) that 
fi(co) <fi(z) thusfi(( Io - {z})w {w}) <f i ( lo)  contradicting the selection of lo. 
(i.4) There exists y e (Io - {z}) such that (y, co) • F(Asym(DE)). 
Proof of (i.4). Since Io is an independent set it follows from (i.3) that there exists 
y E (Io - {z}) such that {(y, co), (co, y)} c~ F(DG) ~ O. Now the selection of co implies 
that (co, y) ¢ F(DE). 
Since Asym(DE) is a fraternally oriented digraph, it follows from (i.2) and (i.4) that 
{(z,y),(y,z)}nF(DE) ~ 0 contradicting that Io is an independent set, thus we con- 
clude that Io is an absorbing set of DE and hence Io is a kernel of Do. 
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Corollary 1. Let G be a perfect graph. I f  Da is a normal orientation of G such that 
Asym(D~) is a fraternally oriented digraph, then D~ is a kernel-perfect digraph. 
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 1 and from the following two facts: 
(i) Every induced subdigraph of a fraternally oriented (resp.: normal oriented) 
digraph is also a fraternally oriented (resp.: normal oriented) digraph. 
(ii) Every induced subgraph of a perfect graph is also a perfect graph. 
Theorem 2. I f  D is a kernel-perfect fraternally oriented igraph then GD (the underlying 
undirected graph olD) is a perfect graph and each induced subdigraph olD has a kernel 
which is a maximum independent set of vertices. 
Proof. We will prove that G~ the complement of Go is a perfect graph and applying 
the Perfect Graph Theorem we will conclude that Go is a perfect graph. 
Let Q be an induced subgraph of G~; we will prove that g(Q) = og(Q). Denote by 
H = D[V(Q)], take N = {Zl, ... ,z,} any kernel of H and color the vertices of Q with 
n colors 1, ..., n as follows: We assign the color i to z/for each i ~ { 1 . . . . .  n) and to x ¢ N 
we assign the color min { j ~ { 1 ..... n} [ (x, z j) E F(H)). 
(i) Let x, y ~ V(Q). If x and y have been assigned the same color then x is not 
adjacent o y in Q. 
Proof of(i). It is clear that if {x, y} ___ N then x and y have been assigned ifferent color 
so we only need to analyze the following cases: 
(i.1) x ~ N, yeN.  
Since x e N there exists i t  {1, ... ,n}such that x = zi, hence x has color i and the 
hypothesis of (i)implies that i=min{ j~{1, . . . ,n} l (y ,  z f l~F(H)} thus (y, z i )= 
(y, z) e F(H), x is adjacent to y in Go, x is not adjacent to y in G~ and x is not adjacent 
to y in Q. 
(i.2) x¢N,  yeN.  
Since x and y have been assigned the same color say i we have that i=  min{j 
{ 1,..., n} [(x, z j) ~ F(H)} = min { j ~ { 1 .... , n} ](y, z j) ~ F(H)}, thus {(x, z,),(y, z,)) ~_ 
F(H) and because D is a fraternally oriented digraph we have that {(x,y),(y,x)} n 
F(D) ~ 0 hence x is adjacent o y in D~, x is not adjacent o y in G~ and x is not 
adjacent o y in Q. 
(ii) x(o)  = w(Q) = n 
Proof of (ii). It follows from (i) that X(Q)~ n and because Q[N] is a complete 
subgraph of Q with n vertices we have that ~o(Q) ~> n. On the other hand, we have that 
X(G) >i w(G) for every graph G, thus X(Q) >1 w(Q), n <~ w(Q) <. X(Q) <~ n, 
ct(H) = w(Q) and N is a maximum independent set of H. 
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Remark 2. Fig. 1 (resp. Fig. 2) shows that the hypothesis D is a fraternally oriented 
(resp. D is kernel-perfect) cannot be omitted in Theorem 2. 
Let us recall that a critically imperfect graph is an imperfect graph all of whose 
proper induced subgraphs are perfect. 
As a direct consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 we have the following characteriza- 
tion of normal fraternally orientable perfect graphs. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a normally fraternally orientable graph; G is a perfect (resp. 
critically imperfect) graph if and only if there exists a normal fraternal orientation of 
G which is kernel-perfect (resp. critical kernel-imperfect) digraph. 
Remark 3. Triangulated graphs are normal fraternally orientable graphs. It is a direct 
consequence of the following result: 
Every triangulated graph has an acyclical fraternal orientation [7]. 
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